
 
 

3OE SCIENTIFIC 
Iggy: An innovative approach to hand hygiene 

 
Iggy is a first in class hand hygiene product that promotes human health. A combination of vortex-oscillation 
spray and aqueous ozone, a natural disinfectant, safely and effectively removes bacteria, fungi, and viruses 
(including the virus that causes COVID-19) in just 7 seconds. Sensors automatically trigger a “touchless” cycle, 
and Iggy’s AI provides use and device health data via the cloud, creating an administrative dashboard.  Iggy 
facilitates sustainability by consuming less than 1/3 the amount of water for hand washing and through zero 
contribution to the waste stream. Unlike other hand hygiene products, Iggy does not cause resistant “superbugs.”  
Iggy is a safer, faster, better approach to cleaning hands. https://www.3oescientific.com Carmel 

 
A. J. SCHNELL WOODWORKS 
Solid maple coffee table 

 
This is a one-of-a-kind solid maple cookie coffee table with epoxy resin fill.  it weighs approximately 550 pounds 
and has a mobile base. https://www.ajschnellwoodworks.com  Zionsville 

https://www.3oescientific.com/
https://www.ajschnellwoodworks.com/


ALCOA WARRICK OPERATIONS 
Aluminum 

 
Alcoa Warrick's three Smelter potlines consist of 150 pots each that make more than 300 million pounds of pure 
aluminum annually. The Warrick Power Plant provides electricity, potable water and steam for all of the 
production facilities at the location. https://www.alcoa.com/global/en/home  Newburgh 
 

ALGALCO 
Hydrogen on demand 

 
A means of generating hydrogen on demand as a supplemental fuel for municipal and fleet vehicles. There are 
two unique features. Hydrogen on demand is deployed immediately through the intake manifold of standard 
internal combustion engines. Hydrogen increases fuel mileage while decreasing harmful emissions. There is no 
need to store hydrogen. And secondly, the feedstock for hydrogen is aluminum. After the alloy has reacted, it 
becomes aluminum oxide which can be recycled for an indefinite number of times via standard aluminum industry 
techniques. www.algalco.com  Indianapolis 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.alcoa.com/global/en/home
http://www.algalco.com/


AMATROL INC. 
Skill Boss Logistics 

 
Amatrol’s Skill Boss Logistics (95-MSB3) offers material handling organizations performance-based assessment 
for evaluating the skill levels and competencies of future supply chain automation technicians. It was designed to 
teach and assess 100 industry relevant hands-on skills and includes FaultPro, a computer-based fault insertion 
system. FaultPro inserts over 45 real-world faults and tests technicians' troubleshooting abilities. 
https://amatrol.com/product/skill-boss-logistics/  Jeffersonville 
 

ANCHOR INDUSTRIES 
Fire shelters 

 
Anchor New Generation Fire Shelters are manufactured to U.S. Forestry Service specifications and are U.S. 
government approved. With our manufacturing processes ISO 9001 certified, you can rest assured knowing that 
the utmost care and precautions are taken to craft the highest quality Fire Shelter. Offering increased protection 
from radiant and convective heat in wildland firefighter entrapment situations, Anchor New Generation Fire 
Shelters are the dependable solution for wildfire protection. Anchor Industries Inc. has been manufacturing 
government approved fire shelters for over 30 years. With specially designed manufacturing equipment, shelters 
are produced in large quantities with rapid turnaround. Anchor offers two sizes in the fire shelters, regular and 
large, as well as training practice fire shelters in both sizes. https://anchorinc.com  Evansville 

 

 

https://amatrol.com/product/skill-boss-logistics/
https://anchorinc.com/


ANDYMARK INC. 
Compliant wheel 

 
These fun, little "squishy" wheels were introduced into the educational competition robotics  market in 2016 in the 
2 inch and 4 inch size. Because of their popularity and effectiveness to move objects, the company has since 
expanded our offerings to 53 options including 2", 2.25", 3" and 4" wheels all with a variety of bores and four 
different durometers (technical term for squishiness). Since 2016, we have sold over 144,000 of these wheels. 
The AndyMark Compliant Wheel is ideal for high-performance intakes and internal conveyors, and you can find 
these wheels on FIRST Robotics Competition robots around the world. www.andymark.com  Kokomo 
 

BELSTRA MILLING COMPANY 
NatureServe duck starter/grower 

 
NatureServe Duck Starter/Grower feed is packed with fresh ingredients, prebiotics and probiotics to promote 
digestive health and essential oils to help support the immunity of ducklings.  During January 2021, we added this 
newly developed duck starter/grower feed to the NatureServe feed line.  With the duckling feed being a new 
introduction this year, it has drawn interest in duck and goose owners in Indiana and nationally. Made in a crumble 
format, this feed provides young starting and growing ducklings the nutrition needed for optimal bone and 
developmental growth and with a balance of amino acids.  The essential oils of white thyme, cinnamon and 
oregano, found inside of the crumble feed extends a natural approach to raising animals and offers anti-microbial, 
antioxidant, anti-viral and anti-fungal properties to support animal health.  Additionally, prebiotics and probiotics 
can be found beneficial to the animal by enhancing gut function.  www.NatureServeFeed.com  DeMotte 
 

http://www.andymark.com/
http://www.natureservefeed.com/


BIOMASS ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT 
Smart conveyor 

 
To understand how cool SMART Conveyors are, you must realize how much of an advance they represent in conveyor 
technology. Companies that handle biomass have for years employed conveyors that are by and large little different 
than they were a century ago. However, as demand for biomass has increased and the scale of operations has grown, 
the need for something better has grown apparent. Our conveyors meet this need. SMART Conveyors break from 
standard chain conveyor designs to achieve unparalleled reliability and efficiency (less power consumption) while 
subsequently complying with the NFPA's standards for wood dust explosions. While there are many features unique 
to our conveyors, the most obvious is our chain and paddle design. Unlike most other drag conveyors, we run two 
chains in parallel in channels outside the path of the material. To these, we connect paddles, which we keep from 
touching the conveyor floor. This design reduces friction and wear in our conveyors, so they require less power and 
maintenance. Our conveyors are transporting biomass that’s being turned into heat energy, solid fuel, biochar, and 
biogas, as well as traditional products like particleboard and animal bedding. Applications that have relied on SMART 
Conveyors haven't been limited to biomass. Other materials for which our conveyors have been chosen include cattle 
feed, recycled tires and grains. https://www.biomassengineeringequipment.com/  Indianapolis 

 

BIRTHDAY CHOCOLATES 
Birthday Chocolate candies 

 
We would like to mail a small gift-box of Birthday Chocolates to each of your employees at their home address - 
to arrive on or the day before each person's birthday - with whatever personalized message you desire on the 
enclosed birthday greeting card.   Please go onto our web site for a free sample. www.BirthdayChocolates.com  
Greens Fork 

https://www.biomassengineeringequipment.com/
http://www.birthdaychocolates.com/


BLUE FOX FARMS LLC 
Dormant native plant roots 

 
We sell dormant ephemeral plant roots to nurseries across the country that pot them up and sell them retail.  We 
specialize in woodland and wetland plants (ferns, early spring blooming wild flowers).. 
http://www.strandnursery.com/  Wawaka 

 

BTI, INC. DBA AMERI-CAN ENGINEERING 
831 Veranda Royale Cottage ADA Lift Room - Mobile Restroom Trailer 

 
The 831 Veranda Royale Cottage with ADA LR features three extra-large private non-disabled toilet suites along 
with a fully ADA compliant private suite. The non-disabled suites are accessed via a covered porch with two step 
assemblies. The ADA suite hydraulically lowers to sit on the ground and comes standard with a fold-in-door ramp 
assembly. This model also features cedar shake exterior siding and vinyl rails along the covered porch, faux 
chalkboard windows, Amish-crafted specialty doors with opaque window each with an occupant’s indicator door 
lock, board-and-batten style interior trim, two-tone walls (Shadow on top with Designer White bottom), an 
industrial grade luxury vinyl linoleum, music system with speakers in each suite and mounted in the ceiling of the 
porch, motion sensor lights for each suite, and hands-free faucets. Each non-disabled suite comes standard with 
pedestal sinks with mirror, ceiling-mounted light fixtures, and electric push-button flushing toilets. The ADA suite 
includes a macerating ADA toilet system, wall-hung ADA lavatory with mirror, ADA grab rails, and ceiling-
mounted light fixture. www.ameri-can.com  Argos 

 

http://www.strandnursery.com/
http://www.ameri-can.com/


CATERPILLAR 
Cat® 3512E Tier 4 Dynamic Gas Blending (DGB™) Engine 

 
Built in Lafayette, the 3512E with DGB is the first and only Dynamic Gas Blending (DGB) engine in the industry 
certified to U.S. EPA Tier 4 Final emission standards. It’s a recipient of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 
(EPA) 2020 Clean Air Excellence Award in the Clean Air Technology category. The 3512E DGB engine provides a 
lower fuel cost, a smaller environmental footprint and robust diesel performance. Dynamic Gas Blending engines 
can utilize natural gas and diesel fuel to power an application depending on which is available, lowering their 
total cost of ownership. In an oil and gas well service operation, customers can capture gas that would otherwise 
be expelled from the operation into the atmosphere and use it to fuel the engine. When gas is not available, diesel 
fuel can be used. This innovative dual-fuel technology enables the engine to automatically maximize the amount 
of natural gas used to displace diesel and offers the industry’s best diesel displacement rate of up to 85%. This 
means an engine that burns 100 gallons of diesel an hour in 100% diesel mode can burn as little as 15 gallons an 
hour in dual-fuel mode. https://www.cat.com/en_US/by-industry/oil-and-gas/dynamic-gas-blending-
engines/3512E-dgb-engine.html?_ga=2.242349760.37392227.1639404942-1849058261.1623955848  
Lafayette 
 

CEEK WOMEN'S HEALTH 
Nella NuSpec (a Time magazine 2020 best invention) 

 
Women’ health care has been largely lacking innovation – until now.. Ceek identified the need for a product that 
considers the perspective of women of all ages and in all stages in life. Ceek worked with designers, health care 
experts, OBGYN providers and patients to develop an updated reusable vaginal speculum, Nella NuSpec – which 
was named one of Time magazine’s best inventions of 2020.The commonly used vaginal speculum is a common 
of anxiety and discomfort for women undergoing gynecological exams. The design of the vaginal speculum has 

https://www.cat.com/en_US/by-industry/oil-and-gas/dynamic-gas-blending-engines/3512E-dgb-engine.html?_ga=2.242349760.37392227.1639404942-1849058261.1623955848
https://www.cat.com/en_US/by-industry/oil-and-gas/dynamic-gas-blending-engines/3512E-dgb-engine.html?_ga=2.242349760.37392227.1639404942-1849058261.1623955848


been virtually unaltered since it’s it was invented (by a man) over 150 years ago. NuSpec is designed to inspire 
women to expect more from their experience in the exam room. NuSpec also ensures that health care providers 
have an ergonomic, easy to use device that allows access to the cervix for exams and procedures. The NuSpec 
reusable vaginal speculum utilizes a narrow bill- about the size of a regular tampon- to optimize patient comfort. 
The NuSpec improves comfort for any patient, but it can make a drastic difference in the exam experience for 
specific populations, such as first-timers, transgender patients, post-menopausal women and cancer survivors. 
https://ceekwomenshealth.com/nella-nuspec  Portland 

CENTRE LIGHT SOLUTIONS 
Strialite stretch mark solution 

 
Strialite is the first FDA-cleared home stretch mark device. Paired with four highly effective topical creams 
formulated for exfoliation and cell turnover, the Strialite™ brand helps to reduce the appearance of stretch marks 
that are red in appearance. The Strialite products were designed and manufactured by Dr. Downs, a board-
certified plastic surgeon in Mishawaka Indiana, in response to an urgent need of his own daughter—and the 
patients at his plastic surgery practice—to reduce red, angry looking stretchmarks that appeared after dramatic 
changes in their weight and height.  Strialite™ stretch mark device, an over-the counter device that has been 
clinically proven to reduce the appearance of stretch marks in as little as four weeks. The base (treatment plate) 
contains 35 red light emitting diodes (LEDs) and heating elements that generate temperature up to 105°F (40°C) 
that produces a gentle heat, both of which aide in the reduction of the appearance of stretch marks. The LED light 
and heat work together to stimulate the skin at the cellular level, decreasing the appearance of the stretch mark. 
www.Strialite.com Mishawaka 
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CCHEFSFRIDGE CO. 
ArcticRx - #VaccinEquity in a box 

 
ArcticRx, which is approximately the size of a dishwasher, is designed as a transportation and temporary Ultra-
low temperature storage pod for areas with no or limited access to electricity. The product is a direct response to 
lack of health equity systems in cold chain delivery logistics on an international scale. We eliminated Styrofoam as 
a packing material and focused on durability, recyclability, flexible capacity and stable temperature lifespan. 
Design and weight were calculated to meet varying global transportation models ranging from planes and ships 
to flatbed trucks and small teams of handlers. Commercial materials to build the pods were based on raw 
materials accessible by low-income countries. ArcticRx addresses complex delivery logistics exacerbated by the 
need to recharge coolant during transport. With ArcticRx rural clinics and vaccine sites will have an instant, self-
contained passive pod (no electricity or battery). ArcticRx addresses the 50% vaccine waste in low-income 
countries, weaknesses in the Ultra-low temperature (ULT) cold chain logistics and health equity. ArcticRx, which 
was jointly produced by Rolls-Royce and ChefsFridge Co., has achieved ULT control of -77c for 28 days through 
testing and data collection. Engineering data suggests this can be 30-plus days depending on the interior load. 
The internal cavity is designed to provide storage for 4,000 to 15,000 doses per pod. https://arcticrx.com  
Anderson 

 

COAL IRON WORKS 
Forging presses 

 
We are a small team of builders, creating hydraulic forging equipment for Blacksmiths and Bladesmiths. We ship 
our presses all over the world. We're featured as the main forging equipment on Forged in Fire and have 
demonstrated our tooling all over the United States. We've been building our forging press for the last six years 

https://arcticrx.com/


and are often imitated as the standard of forging presses within the Blacksmithing and forging community. 
www.Coaliron.com  Anderson 
 

CONN SELMER INC. 
Artist select trumpets 

 
Hand made in Elkhart, Artist Select Bach Trumpets are chosen by Conn-Selmer legendary artists, like Rashawn 
Ross of Dave Matthews Band. Each Artist Select horn has unique characteristics and sound qualities due to the 
handmade nature of their build and design. Visit select.connselmer.com to hear and see these unique instruments 
played by some of the best trumpet players in the world. https://select.conn-selmer.com/  Elkhart 
 

DCS TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  
Pedestrian Avoidance Safety System (PASS)  

 
DCS’ PASS product (Pedestrian Avoidance Safety System) is designed to help city bus drivers avoid collisions 
with pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles. Utilizing LiDAR sensors, PASS’ Collision Warning System 
function detects and tracks objects, warns the bus driver of an imminent collision, and automatically applies the 
brakes.  PASS’s Automatic Emergency Braking system slows the vehicle at a level that keeps bus passengers 
from being thrown about while still providing valuable braking during the driver’s reaction time. Furthermore, 
PASS has a black box feature that captures critical bus data during collision warning and braking 
events. https://www.dcsfusion.com  Westfield 

 

http://www.coaliron.com/
https://select.conn-selmer.com/
https://www.dcsfusion.com/


DORMAKABA 
Switch Tech 

 
Switch Tech is dormakaba's latest innovative platform with the first product being the Switch Core under the 
BEST product portfolio. It is the world's first electronic SFIC to bring true access control to customer's mechanical 
hardware. Utilizing revolutionary BLE credentialing (use your phone to open the doors), customers will experience 
some of the benefits previously reserved for costly hardwired or wireless access control. Easy to survey, easy to 
install, easy to maintain, Switch Tech will bring a solution to more locks than any other product previously. 
https://timeforaswitch.com  Indianapolis 
 

ECOGOLFBALLS 
Biodegradable golf ball 

 
Since MARPOL V Treaty was signed into International Law, no plastic golf balls are allowed into our oceans.  The 
practice of hitting golf balls off cruise ships came to an end in 1991. www.ecogolfballs.com  Indianapolis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://timeforaswitch.com/
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ESTES AUTOMATED WEAPON SECURITY 
Police SUV rapid access weapon locker 

 
The SUV Rapid Access Weapon Locker provides state-of-the-art security, durability, and automated opening 
technology built to protect law enforcement and communities. The shell of the locker is made of 18 gauge 
galvannealed steel and drawer front is made of 14 gauge galvannealed steel, making it secure and tamper proof. 
It has a sleek powder-coated design with a carpet-lined drawer to protect weapons. The locker opens 
automatically by a wireless remote, but also comes with a manual key override in the event of disabled vehicle 
power or a lost remote. https://estesaws.com  Indianapolis 
 

FOX PRODUCTS 
Bassoon 

 
Bassoon is a woodwind musical instrument.  It is manufactured completely in South Whitley.  We buy the veneer 
maple logs, process the logs into blocks and let the wood age for over 4 years prior to production.  Our team 
executes roughly 100 steps including hand-crafting the keywork, silver plating in our in house facility, and hand 
fitting the finished keys to the instrument.  After manufacturing is complete, each instrument is play tested by a 
skilled musician prior to sending the instrument out to one of our dealers who are located around the globe.  Our 
instruments are played around the world by musicians that range from student beginners to professional 
orchestra players. https://www.foxproducts.com/index.php  South Whitley 

 

 

https://estesaws.com/
https://www.foxproducts.com/index.php


GEN-Y HITCH 
The BOSS torsion-flex drop hitch 

 
GEN-Y’s Boss adjustable drop hitch is unlike anything on the market. The built-in, patented Torsion-Flex 
Technology makes this product the best hitch for ultimate ride control and safety while towing any bumper style 
trailer on the market, including pintle style couplings. It has the capability to absorb up to 90% of the inertia 
between truck and trailer when you're driving down the road. Furthermore, it is fully adjustable so you will no 
longer have to buy multiple hitches for towing multiple applications. This hitch has the capability to: protect cargo 
from harsh bumps, increase fuel economy, create a smoother ride, and reduce tire wear on your truck and trailer. 
www.genyhitch.com  Nappanee 
 

GLASS GRIPPER 
Glass Gripper 

 
At Glasses Gripper, we create work surfaces that eliminate painful hand injuries while reducing unintentional 
scratching of frames or lenses. By using a Glasses Gripper while adjusting glasses or inserting lenses, you can 
make your job safer, faster and more profitable. https://glassesgripper.com  Decatur 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.genyhitch.com/
https://glassesgripper.com/


GRAPHIC PACKAGING INTERNATIONAL-SPECIALTY PACKAGING DIVISION 
Gorilla Glue tool box display 

 
The Specialty Packaging Division of Graphic Packaging International (GPI)  located in New Albany produced The 
Gorilla Glue Company’s new product, the Gorilla Glue Tool Box Display. https://www.graphicpkg.com  New 
Albany 

 

GREEN CUBES TECHNOLOGY 
Lithium Safeflex batteries 

 
The material handling division for Green Cubes Technology produces lithium batteries for forklifts and other types 
of equipment.  We are headquartered out of Kokomo, IN and produce the batteries here at our facility located at 
2121 East Boulevard.  Our product is an innovative game changer to the material handling industry and 
environmentally friendly.  We assist companies across the globe in achieving their sustainability and electrification 
goals.  We have grown substantially year over year in our workforce throughout all of our global locations. 
https://greencubestech.com  Kokomo 

 

 

https://www.graphicpkg.com/
https://greencubestech.com/


 GREEN OAK ANTIQUES 
Large two-piece display cabinet 

 
Our two-piece display cabinet is made of new material and designed by Green Oak Antiques in Rochester. We 
made a copy of old porch trim for the top, added ceiling tin on the back and the door panels give it a unique style. 
This is painted in a one of a kind finish. www.greenoakantiques.com  Rochester 

 

HMC GEARS 
Large gears for Ozark Hydroelectric Power Plant  

 
HMC Gears manufactured a large gear set and pinions for the Army Corps of Engineers. They will produce 
electricity for the Ozark Hydroelectric Power Plant in Ozark, Arkansas. These components are for a speed-
increaser that connects the turbine to the generator. The gear and shaft assembly weigh roughly 125,000 pounds 
and consists of a 174” diameter low speed gear and a 143” long low speed shaft. We also manufactured two low 
speed pinion shafts each weighing over 26,000 pounds. These speed-increasers are rated at 33,800 horsepower. 
www.hmcgears.com  Princeton 

 

 

 

 

http://www.greenoakantiques.com/
http://www.hmcgears.com/


HOOSIER BAT CO. 
Wood baseball bats (used in Major League Baseball) 

 
Hoosier Bat Co has been manufacturing wood baseball bats in Valparaiso Indiana since 1991.  We sell to the 
youth leagues all the way up to the professionals.   We have a specialty bat that our co-owner - Dave Cook - 
invented.  It is three pieces of wood finger-jointed together.  The three woods are a birch handle, 6" hickory hitting 
area and maple on the barrel end.  This bat has phenomenal balance and will outlast any other wood bat because 
we can use a smaller piece of wood in the handle, thus a quality handle.  Also hickory will not flack like other 
woods so the barrel will last forever.  In addition to game bats, we do award bats.  www.hoosierbat.com  
Valparaiso 

 

HUDSON AQUATIC SYSTEMS LLC 
Underwater treadmills for dogs, horses and humans 

 
Hudson Aquatic Systems LLC designs, engineers, manufactures, assembles, sells and services underwater 
treadmill systems from our facility in Angola and ship them all over the world. The idea is to use the natural 
properties of water; buoyancy, resistance and hydrostatic pressure, to create the best environment to exercise. 
The underwater treadmill exercises the muscles we need for everyday life. Our systems can vary the water depth, 
change the speed and direction of the treadmill, adjust the heat of the water and increase resistance using water 
jets to create the best environment for the user. The buoyancy reduces the load on the joints while the hydrostatic 
pressure increases the resistance on muscles. Heat relaxes and allows the muscles to stretch further. The 
underwater treadmills can be used for bone and muscle damage, neurologic, stroke, cardio and exercise. We 
manufacture systems for humans, small animals and horses. www.hudsonaquatic.com  Angola 

http://www.hoosierbat.com/
http://www.hudsonaquatic.com/


ITAMCO 
ABB gearbox build (used in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina) 

 
In 2005 after Hurricane Katrina hit and the levy broke in New Orleans, ITAMCO was contacted by Baldor to make 
the internal gear sets for 10 large pumps and seven smaller pumps that would be responsible for pumping water 
away from the levy. Because ITAMCO had just purchased a 450,000 sq ft building in Argos earlier that year, 
space was not the constraint. The large pumps manufactured in Argos successfully pumped 18,000 cubic feet of 
water in one second, which is enough to fill a 27-foot round above ground swimming pool. www.itamco.com  
Plymouth 

 

JANUS MOTORCYCLES 
Production motorcycles 

At Janus Motorcycles, we make simple, beautiful machines that are a joy to own and ride. We draw on the 
Northern Indiana spirit of manufacturing to create hand-built, personal, unique, and relatable products. We utilize 
our global marketplace to source reliable, tried-and-true components. We build to order and sell directly to our 
riders in all 50 states, cultivating a connection with each and every owner. https://www.janusmotorcycles.com  
Goshen 

 

 

 

 

http://www.itamco.com/
https://www.janusmotorcycles.com/


KAISER ALUMINUM WARRICK 
Aluminum sheet for food and beverage packaging 

 
Sometimes the “cool” is in HOW something is made. Kaiser Aluminum Warrick (KAW) near Newburgh, IN, is the 
largest manufacturer of coated aluminum sheet for food and beverage containers in North America. Chances are 
that you have used metal from KAW recently. KAW takes aluminum recycled from a wide variety of sources and 
combines it with pure molten aluminum. Then, they add precise amounts of magnesium, silicon, iron, copper, zinc, 
and manganese to the liquid metal. When the molten aluminum is ready, KAW uses large electromagnets to hold 
more than 1,900 gallons of aluminum suspended as it is poured in a 44,000-pound block without using a physical 
mold. During the rolling process, KAW flattens the 30-feet-long, 21-inch-thick ingot into an aluminum coil 10 
miles long and as thin as 10 pieces of paper. The gigantic Hot Mill operates at 900oF and has as much 
horsepower as twice as many racecars than in the Indy 500. The Cold Mill produces enough aluminum sheet for 
several million cans every hour. The final step in the production process is coating the metal with a food-safe 
finish. It’s then ready to be cut into the various widths needed to form can bodies, lids, and tabs. Whether soft 
drinks, energy drinks, canned meats, pull-top snacks or beer, KAW metal is used by millions of people from coast 
to coast. https://www.kaiseraluminum.com/markets/packaging  Newburgh 

 

KOKOMO OPALESCENT GLASS 
Opalescent glass (Tiffany lamps, in the Vatican) 

 
Founded in 1888, Kokomo Opalescent Glass (KOG) is the oldest producer of hand cast, cathedral and opalescent 
glass in the U.S. In 1888, one of the first shipments of opalescent glass went to American artist and designer 
Louis Comfort Tiffany. It included 600 pounds of blue and white opalescent glass and was the beginning of a 
strong relationship with the artist. Tiffany preferred KOG for the mineral impurities found in its opalescent glass, 

https://www.kaiseraluminum.com/markets/packaging


which resulted in exceptional colors and textures he incorporated in his famous lamp designs. KOG utilizes the 
same recipes and processes that solidified its 19th century reputation as a premier glass manufacturer. It also 
develops distinctive new colors and textures sought by 21st century architects and artists. Kokomo Opalescent 
Glass can be seen in the Vatican, the Chicago Cultural Center, Frank Lloyd Wright’s Dana House, Disney World 
(Florida, California and Tokyo), The White House, Yellowstone National Park, Washington D.C. Metro and 
DreamWorks Studios. https://kog.com  Kokomo 

 

LAFAYETTE INSTRUMENT CO. 
LX6 polygraph instrument 

 
Lafayette Instrument is the world's leading manufacturer of polygraph instrumentation. Our polygraph systems 
include a data acquisition instrument and sensors for collecting respiratory, cardio, movement and electrodermal 
activity. Also included is software for chart collection, scoring and reporting. Our made-in-Indiana equipment is 
used in more than 100 countries around the world for military, law enforcement, and investigative purposes. 
https://lafayettepolygraph.com  Lafayette 

 

LAIDIG SYSTEMS INC. 
Silo reclaim systems 

 
Laidig is a global leader in designing and building reclaimers to automate the unloading of dry bulk materials. The 
reliability and sophistication of Laidig's reclaimers have proved to be invaluable for industrial, process-driven 
applications in industries such as food processing, meals, pulp & paper, wood pelleting, biomass, power, biofuels, 

https://kog.com/
https://lafayettepolygraph.com/


ethanol, mining & minerals, cement, and many more. Laidig specializes in aggressive, screw-type bottom 
reclaimers designed to start and operate under a full material load. The screw rotates about its own axis pulling 
material toward the center of the silo floor. At the same time, the screw slowly advances, sweeping around the 
entire silo floor. Material augered to the center of the silo floor, then flows down through a center chute below the 
floor and into a discharge auger or conveyor for transfer out of the silo and to the next step in the material 
handling process. www.Laidig.com  Mishawaka 

 

MAJOR TOOL & MACHINE 
Contract manufacturing services 

 
Major Tool & Machine manufactures the RS-25 Engine Nozzles and components for NASA's Space Launch 
System (SLS) program. Aerojet Rocketdyne is the prime contractor for the flight proven, high-performance RS-25 
engines used to propel America’s next-generation heavy lift launch vehicle, NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS). 
Four RS-25 engines located at the bottom of the core stage will power the rocket on its eight and a half minute 
climb to space with more than 2 million pounds of thrust. The Nozzles that MTM manufactures are part of a new 
generation of RS-25 engines for when the 16 engines remaining from the Space Shuttle program are used. These 
engines are targeting a 30% cost reduction from the engines that flew on the Space Shuttle and will feature the 
latest in advanced manufacturing techniques, including 3-D printing. www.MajorTool.com  Indianapolis 
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MARION-KAY SPICES 
Custom-blended spices (included for KFC)  

 
For more than 100 years, made spices, breading, extract and custom blending. Can duplicate any blend. Made 
formulation for Colonel Sanders in early 1960s. www.marionkay.com  Brownstown 

 
MONOFOIL 
Antimicrobial disinfectant for COVID-19 

 
Kills 99.9% of viruses and bacteria! MonoFoil D has been approved to kill the SARS-CoV-2 virus in association 
with COVID-19 in 3 minutes on hard non-porous surfaces. See label for surfaces. MonoFoil D uses no harsh 
chemical odor and works as a dual action disinfectant and cleaner◊ approved by the EPA to use to protect against 
COVID-19∞ and other bacteria, mold, mildew and odor. www.monofoilusa.com  Elwood 
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NEXUS VALVE INC. 
UltraMatic/UltraMB flow control valves 

 
At Nexus, we support our customers with innovative hydronic solutions that improve system performance, save 
energy and optimize installation. The UltraMatic and UltraMB flow control valves do just that.  By regulating fluid 
flow in hydronic heating and cooling systems, the system operates more efficiently and offers greater occupant 
comfort.  These unique valves combine the features of 3 discrete products into 1 reducing installation time and 
potential leaks. The UltraMatic and UltraMB are the only flow balancing valves that can be field converted 
without changes to the piping system.  This means that an UltraMB can become an UltraMatic offering more 
efficiency and energy savings to the building owner. In addition to the energy savings, Nexus offers the widest 
variety of connection fittings to make installation of these valves simple and efficient some of which don't even 
require tools.  www.nexusvalve.com  Fishers 

 

NEXXT SPINE 
MATRIXX 3D printed titanium spinal implants 

 
The Nexxt Matrixx System of 3D printed porous titanium leverages Nexxt generation technology to create 
interbody and VBR devices with optimized open architectural porosity, residue-free surface technology and robust 
radiographic imaging performance. These devices and novel technologies also permits Nexxt Spine the ability to 
provide custom or patient specific devices for trauma, tumor and deformity procedures. https://nexxtspine.com  
Noblesville 

 

http://www.nexusvalve.com/
https://nexxtspine.com/


OLD 55 DISTILLERY 
Bottled-in-bond 100% sweet corn bourbon 

 
This product is the definition of Hoosier... Indiana high school gymnasium + delicious Indiana sweet corn + Indiana 
family farm. Located in Newtown, on the family property, which encompasses acres of generations old farm 
ground, family grain elevator business and the former Richland Township High School gymnasium from 1941. 
The renovated high school gymnasium turned in its 10-foot basketball hoops for an 18-foot copper distillery 
towers and is now home to the Fruits family's farm-to-bottle Old 55 Distillery. A highly sought-after claim in the 
whiskey industry is having a product that is classified as being bottled-in-bond (product of one distillation season 
by one distiller at one distillery), let alone using input grains from the same property. Master Distiller, Jason Fruits, 
set out to make the world’s first and only 100% sweet corn mash bill bourbon.  After accomplishing this goal, and 
gaining national attention and awards with their product offerings, they are set to put Indiana on the map for 
Bourbon lovers across the globe. https://old55distillery.com  Newtown 

 

PLAY-LIFE NATION 
Revel Round 

 
REVEL⦿ROUND is a new recreational gaming product that is extraordinarily fun and innovative. Gameplay only 
requires 10’-15' making it ideal for social entertainment inside and out. Welcome to play that moves you 
physically, excites you emotionally and is specifically engineered to fit your playful lifestyle. The play experience 
of REVEL⦿ROUND is often described as a mix between corn-hole and hacky-sack. In other words, teammates 
stand on opposite ends of each other and toss bags to score kind of like corn-hole. But wait, here's the 
kicker...Your teammate can partner assist tossed bags that miss the board to score kind of like hacky-sack. Shake 
in the fact that REVEL⦿ROUND is also a seat capable of supporting up to 275 lbs. and what do you get? A 

https://old55distillery.com/


completely original experience that is interactive, authentic and undeniably cool. In addition to REVEL⦿ROUND’s 
playful experience, the collaboration in its creation is what separates it from any other product on the planet! 
Through Play-Life Nation's patented technology, consumers receive a product that is assembled & disassembled 
with ease. REVEL⦿ROUND’s light weight accessories & portable design, makes play practical. REVEL⦿ROUND 
users find gameplay is possible in nearly any environment. www.playlifenation.com  Indianapolis 
 

RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY SERVICES 
Breeze radon monitor 

 
The Breeze Radon monitor has patented components (patented by inventor P. Nathan Thornberry) and over 20 
features that are exclusive to the Breeze products like GPS verification of where the tests are being taken, 
immediate notification of tampering (including the home environment), and even a predictive modeling feature 
that reduces the typical and customary 48 hour waiting period for Radon results to as little as 6-10 hours on most 
tests.  The one feature that truly sets these units apart is the oversize Radon detection chamber and the exclusive 
digital dual-calibration capabilities that results in the most accurate Radon testing unit ever created. 
www.DiscoverBreeze.com  Carmel 

 

RICHEY ATHLETICS 
Pole vault landing systems 

 
Richey Athletics Pole Vault Landing Systems are produced with 100% Hoosier labor at our facility in Frankfort, 
Indiana.  A landing system includes the standards that hold up the crossbar, the mats that catch the athlete after 
an attempt and the tarping system that protects the equipment when not in use.  All fabric, thread, glue, steel, 
and lumber are made in America, and the foam in the mats is also a Hoosier manufactured product.  With the 

http://www.playlifenation.com/
http://www.discoverbreeze.com/


safest, highest warrantied, most durable pole vault landing system on the market, Richey Athletics supports 
athletes at every level of competition, from the elementary age novice to the D1 collegiate athlete chasing that 
elusive next bar!  www.richeyathletics.com  Frankfort 
 

SEYMOUR MIDWEST 
Midwest Rake EasySqueegee 

 

A truly cleanable and reusable recision application squeegee system. The EasySqueegee features a self-leveling, 
self-locating design along with multiple color-coded blade options (sold separately) for easy, consistent 
application of epoxy coating materials. Ergonomic, lightweight and easy to clean! www.seymourmidwest.com  
Warsaw 

 

SMOKEY LIGHTS LLC 
Lamps 

 
These unique lamps are designed to evoke emotion and delight. Manufactured deep in an underground lab by the 
award-winning Chief Luminary, SmokEy Lights appeal to all types of people–those who love deep wood tones 
reminiscent of a gentleman’s library, perhaps those who are attracted to a more steampunk aesthetic, or even 
those that love nostalgia and whimsy twisted together. There is always a SmokEy Light that will speak to you. 
Each SmokEy Light is crafted with care and many include repurposed pieces. The Chief Luminary delights in 
rescuing forgotten relics of our past and giving them new life. Proudly made in Indiana with parts sourced from 
across the U.S. www.smokeylights.com  Franklin 

http://www.richeyathletics.com/
http://www.seymourmidwest.com/
http://www.smokeylights.com/


SPECIALTY RIM SUPPLY 
Aluminum auto rims 

 
Spun forged aluminum auto rims (large inventory) coupled with the most dependable service in the market. We 
strive to constantly reinvent ways to be your reliable partner in building the best wheels. www.specialtyrim.com  
Terre Haute 

 
STUDIO PRODUCTIONS INC. 
Chameleon scrim (used in Super Bowl, movies, etc.) 

 
Chameleon scrim is a special effects product primarily used for making people and settings appear and disappear 
on stage. This application only uses the scrim and some clever lighting. But it's cooler than that. It also is great for 
front and rear projection. It can do silhouettes and shadow screens too. It can be printed and painted. And it’s 
naturally a near perfect grill cloth (sound passes through it). Chameleon is used in theatres, universities, 
installation artists, museums, amusement parks, churches, sound stages, events, schools and television studios. 
We've sent it to a George Clooney movie, Cirque du Soleil, Disney and an Olympic Torch Ceremony. Churches and 
cathedrals use this same product to cover pipe organ grills. Many times we don't even know where our product 
ends up.  We once saw our product at the Super Bowl (used to hide the security forces in place). We know it was 
used in Central Park in a pyramid structure. We also know it has been used in the Burning Man festivals. The 
Saints Simon and Jude cathedral has two 7-foot by 13-foot original artwork portraits of Saints Simon and Jude 
that we were commissioned to do on Chameleon (because of acoustical properties and air flow). 
https://www.studio-productions-inc.com/theater-scrim.html  Elizabethtown 

 

http://www.specialtyrim.com/
https://www.studio-productions-inc.com/theater-scrim.html


SUBARU OF INDIANA AUTOMOTIVE 
Subaru Ascent 

 
Exclusively manufactured in Lafayette by Hoosiers, the Subaru Ascent is the automaker’s largest and most 
versatile vehicle ever. Since beginning production at Subaru of Indiana Automotive on May 7, 2018, more than 
262,000 Ascent vehicles have been built. The three-row SUV is one of four models made at Subaru’s only 
manufacturing facility outside of Japan. The Ascent features standard Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD) and a 
Direct-Injection Turbocharged SUBARU BOXER® engine that gets up to 27 mpg and delivers 260 horsepower 
and 277 foot-pounds of torque. It can tow up to 5,000 pounds and boasts 8.7 inches of ground clearance. The 
spacious interior offers up to 153.5 cubic feet of space for seven to eight passengers, up to 86.5 cubic feet of 
cargo space and perhaps most famously—19 cup and bottle holders. With EyeSight® Driver Assist Technology 
standard, along with additional safety features, the Ascent has received the highest possible ratings from the 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). And 
it’s also built to last as 97% of Subaru vehicles sold in the last 10 years are still on the road today. 
https://www.subaru.com/vehicles/ascent  Lafayette 

 

TOYOTA MATERIAL HANDLING HEAVY DUTY 
High-capacity core IC pneumatic forklift 

 
Toyota’s High-Capacity Core IC Pneumatic delivers the power and versatility you need to meet heavy-duty 
material handling challenges in any high-capacity operation. With standard load capacity up to 30,000 pounds, 
it’s ideal for lumber, steel and automotive applications and can help you move almost anything. Top it off with the 

https://www.subaru.com/vehicles/ascent


durability of a rugged drive axel and Dana transmission, and you’re ready to get the job done. 
www.Toyotaforklift.com  East Chicago 

 

TOYOTA MOTOR MANUFACTURING, INDIANA 
Toyota Sienna 

 
The Toyota Sienna minivan is one of two Hoosier-made vehicles that are known and loved all over the world. 
Since 2003, Toyota Indiana has been the sole, global producer of this awesome vehicle and relies on the expertise 
of thousands of Indiana employees to produce an award-winning product. The Sienna has more than 3,500 parts 
and takes roughly 20 hours to produce start to finish. But, because of the ingenious planning and coordination of 
Toyota Indiana team members, a new Sienna is born approximately every 60 seconds. The Sienna went full-on 
green with her 2021 model making the bold decision to become all-hybrid. But make no mistake. She may have 
changed the way she operates, but not how she performs. This chick sports a 16 valve, 2.5-liter engine with a 
double overhead cam shaft and electric fuel injection making for a combined 36 MPG and 3,500-pound towing 
capacity, and is available in all-wheel-drive. And she’s got tech—lots of it. We’re talking a multimedia system 
with dynamic navigation, 7 USB ports, 4-zone climate control, parking assist, remote connect, and of course 
Toyota Safety Sense. The Sienna is an all-around total package. https://www.toyota.com/sienna  Princeton 

 

TREK POOLS 
Shipping container pools 

 
Trek Pools, located in the former GM manufacturing facility, takes shipping containers and modifies them into 
custom pools for clients across the US. We utilize local craftsman to fabricate, coat and equip our pools. These 

http://www.toyotaforklift.com/
https://www.toyota.com/sienna


types of pools are revolutionizing the pool industry. Proudly made in Indiana, Trek Pools is the only US based 
container pool container company to date, manufacturing the entire pool in the US. We have experienced 
exponential growth over the last 12 months and are excited to be featured on the TV show "This Old House" 
coming in the Spring of 2021. www.trekpools.com  Anderson 

 
TYLER TRUSS LLC 
Tyler GT Plus – pre-rig lighting truss for concert/event lighting 

 
Tyler GT Truss was designed and introduced in 2007, for immediate use on concert tours including AC/DC, Elton 
John, Neil Diamond and others. In the past 14 years, Tyler GT  has become the No. 1 lighting pre-rig, theatrical 
truss for concerts/festivals, concert touring, corporate event productions, entertainment venues and more around 
the world. And thanks to many add-on accessories over the years, such as those that make arches and angles 
easier to achieve, Tyler GT is just getting started. http://www.tylertruss.com Pendleton 

 

VALEO THERMAL COMMERCIAL VEHICLES NORTH AMERICA INC. 
UV purifier 

 
With an inactivation rate of more than 95%, the air in the passenger compartment of a school or transit bus is 
cleaned of harmful viruses such as SARS-CoV-2, bacteria and mold spores during a single airflow cycle. Purified 
air thus flows continuously during the entire journey and circulates in the passenger compartment, ensuring that 
the virus concentration in the bus is kept at a low level, even when there are infected persons on board who are 
constantly breathing out viruses. For us, the limit value for virus concentration in the interior of the bus is the same 

http://www.trekpools.com/
http://www.tylertruss.com/


threshold value as for a hospital operating theatre at the start of an operation. https://www.valeo-
thermalbus.com/us_en/Innovation/UV-air-purification  Elkhart 

 
VERMETTE MACHINE COMPANY INC. 
Keg jockey/lift 

 
The keg jockey is used to move and stack 160-pound kegs of full beer; It was designed to prevent injuries of 
anyone required to stack full kegs of beer on shelving or each other. www.vermettlifts.com  Hammond 

 

VESTIL MANUFACTURING 
Fully powered rough-Terrain gas-powered pallet truck  

 
A solution for moving heavy pallets and skids over rough surfaces!  This industrial-grade pallet truck features a 
gasoline-powered drive system providing the power needed to move heavy loads over packed dirt, sand and 
gravel surfaces. It has an easy electric start, three position handle with raise/lower lever, a throttle lever for speed 
control and adjustable forks. The unique design easily rolls on foam-filled pneumatic tires. It is great for use in 
construction areas, nurseries, landscaping areas and farms. https://www.vestil.com/product.php?FID=336  Angola 
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VIEWRAIL 
Floating stair systems 

 
Viewrail Floating Stair Systems eliminates the pain of multiple vendors and drawn-out timelines. With clean lines, 
uncompromising materials, and expert craftsmanship, your system will be the centerpiece of your home. These 
open riser stairs create sleek lines that soar in mid-air. Give your home the best in open-concept design with a 
form that combines excellent performance with elegant strength. All of this arrives in a package that can be 
installed by licensed professionals in a single day. With thousands of systems successfully delivered all over the 
USA, Viewrail is the best option for modern floating stairs. Best of all, due to our scale of manufacturing and 
world-class automation, we can deliver floating stair systems more affordable than a local fabricator with greater 
levels of customization and a variety of materials. All of our systems are compliant with national building code 
requirements, often exceeding all standards of safety requirements. No matter the space, no matter the material, 
we have solutions engineered to take your home to the next level. We don't box you in when it comes to design, 
your system is as unique as your home--it's one of a kind. http://www.viewrail.com/floating-stairs Syracuse 

 

WAG'N TAILS MOBILE CONVERSIONS 
Mobile pet grooming salons and veterinary clinics 

 
We make vans for groomers or veterinarians for pet care in their clients; driveways. Convenient as heck! 
https://wagntails.com  South Bend 
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WARM GLOW CANDLE COMPANY 
Candles 

 

Warm Glow candles feature the classic Warm Glow lumpy, bumpy exterior and is available in over 70 fragrances. 
Each Warm Glow candle is created by hand with meticulous care by our production staff, giving our product a 
personal touch. www.warmglow.com  Centerville 

 
WAYZADA 
Custom 3D prints of outdoor adventures 

 
Finished your first marathon? An epic hike? Proposed at a scenic overlook? These memories are inextricably linked 
to place, to the journey that you've taken. WayZada turns the data collected on your fitness watch into a tangible, 
shareable memento to commemorate the meaningful adventures in your life. www.wayzada.com  Bloomington 
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WEBER GROUP INC. 
Themed entertainment elements 

 
The Weber Group team has provided theming and concept design services for well-known brands like 
Nickelodeon, Warner Brothers, Angry Birds and LEGO. We work to create immersive spaces that encourage 
guests to treasure the experiences we build and the brands that we work with. Theme Parks, Water Parks, Zoo's, 
Museums, Parks and Science Centers are just a few areas we work in. https://webergroupinc.com  Sellersburg 

WHEELIN' WATER 
Portable hydration sports equipment (used by Kansas City Chiefs) 

 
Wheelin' Water is a small business that came out of an idea to solve a big problem - young kids/athletes who die 
from dehydration on the football field, soccer or other field sports. Owner Greg Parks designed, built and 
distributes portable water tanks. Athletes don't have to share water bottles or hose spouts, and can get the water 
where they are on the field. Parks recently added a “contactless'” system. It's American ingenuity and Indiana 
entrepreneurism at its best. His portable water system is now used by several NFL teams and NCAA universities 
plus many IHSAA schools.  www.wheelinwater.com  Fort Wayne 
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WOOD-MIZER 
Portable sawmills (various uses including building houses and making baseball bats) 

 
Built in Indiana since 1982, Wood-Mizer portable sawmills help hobbyists and businesses turn logs into lumber. 
Woodworkers, farmers, tree services, sawyers, homesteaders, builders, educators, missionaries, and more rely on 
Wood-Mizer sawmills to build their own dream homes and projects, keep barns and fences maintained, or operate 
their own business selling lumber or wood products. With a patent granted in 1985, Wood-Mizer portable 
sawmills were invented, designed, and made in Indiana and became a true innovation for the global sawmilling 
industry. By combining pickup truck portability with thin-kerf blades, more boards are recovered from every log, 
less energy is used to operate, and fallen trees in the forest or city are able to be salvaged by a single person on-
site. For the very first time, individuals could start sawmilling and make the most out of our beautiful, renewable, 
and natural local wood resources. Celebrating 40 years, Wood-Mizer is the global leader in the portable 
sawmilling industry with more than 100,000 sawmills in 120 countries throughout the world. Today, Wood-Mizer 
stays rooted in Indiana with two manufacturing facilities in Batesville and Indianapolis with 450-plus employees. 
Recently, Wood-Mizer portable sawmills have been part of creating 20,000-plus wooden toy cars in Michigan for 
Operation Christmas Child, rebuilding 600-plus homes in Fiji after a hurricane, making Major League Baseball 
bats in North Carolina and much more. https://woodmizer.com  Batesville and Indianapolis 
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